Hosting a Firebird

is about more than hockey

(L-R) Jack Stolicker, Marcus Gretz, Ryan Moore, Kortne Stolicker and Jeb Stolicker

L

ike others who host Flint Firebirds players, Jeb
and Kortne Stolicker of Holly became involved
to support players as they pursue their hockey
dreams. But an additional benefit for the couple has been
that their son, Jack, is getting a daily education in what it
takes to play major junior hockey at an elite level.
Seemingly mundane, everyday issues like what to eat
and how much sleep to get, can give players an edge as
they progress through the hockey ranks. Jack Stolicker, a
14-year-old getting an on-ice and classroom education at
Total Package Hockey, has been soaking up everything he
can while observing the Firebirds players his family has
hosted since the team came to Flint in 2015.
“I don’t know if my life would be the same without
them,” said Jack, who plays in the Victory Honda AAA
Hockey program. “They’ve changed my life completely.
They’re part of the family and like brothers to me. I love
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those guys! They’re a really good example for me just
to watch.”
Like most hockey playsers, Jack has hopes of
playing junior hockey in the United States Hockey
League (USHL) or OHL in a couple of years. He’s
had the opportunity to learn what it takes from
some of the best. The last two seasons, the family
hosted former captain, Alex Peters. Ryan Moore, last
year’s leading scorer, is staying with the Stolickers
for his second season. He is joined by defenseman,
Marcus Gretz, a Macomb, Michigan native who was
a second-round Firebirds’ pick in the 2017 OHL
Priority Selection.
The family already knows Gretz through the Total
Package Hockey school. “Jack and Marcus are really
good buddies,” Kortne said. “They’ve known each
other for years.”
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The Stolickers have hosted two players each season,
even having three for a while last year. They have only
one child of their own at home and believe it’s beneficial
for the players to have a peer in the home.
“Having two kids is better,” Jeb said. “They have highs
and lows with each other and they’re not stuck on an
island. This will be a little bit different this year, because
Marcus is a monster. He’ll be 16 and is 6’3” tall, 220
pounds at 15, but he’s a younger boy. Ryan will be a
great mentor. When it comes to being role models, the
boys we’ve had have been nothing but optimal.”
Having OHL players in the house
has brought many positive
changes, not the least of
which is in the kitchen.
“Having the boys move
in, they’re not eating
bags of chips and sucking
down pops,” Jeb added.
“Jack kind of emulates
what they do –
hydration,
sleep,
game
prep. And
of course,
that all
fell on Kortne.
There was a learning
curve when it came to
caloric intake for the
boys.”
“It’s crazy!” Kortne
exclaimed. “I shop a lot
– lots of vegetables, lots
of chicken. We used to be
pretty bad
about eating
out often.
Ryan Moore
I ended
up being
fortunate enough to take a buyout
at work. We had the boys for four
months when I was working. It’s a
lot easier when I’m at home.”
The parents have noticed a difference in their son
when they go out of town for his hockey games during
the winter.

“From watching the boys when we go to tournaments, he’s
very different than the majority of his buddies he plays with,”
Kortne said. “He knows when he needs to rest, he knows when
he needs to eat.”
As a youngster, Kortne experienced living with a billet family
in Lake Placid, NY. “I figure skated as a kid and I billeted for
the summer,” she recalled. “When I heard that the Firebirds
were coming to Flint, I thought it would be a really cool
experience, a way to give back.” ■

Marcus Gretz
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